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WebStatistics
r3156 - 2020-09-13 - 03:23  TWikiAdminUser

Apr 2006 12971 113 2 2096 WebRss 315 RareDecays 299 LHCbComputing 274 Production 263 LHCbTaskForce 261 DiracProject 224 ComputingModel...

LbRichHVRun3
r4 - 2020-09-10 - 18:08  GiovanniCavallero

AlessandroPetrolini 2019 07 27 HW commissioning HV crates Name Serial number Link to IanDB portal Link to network DB Usage LBRICH CAEN SY...

Run12Performance
r51 - 2020-09-09 - 11:29  MichaelAlexander

LHCb Run 1 2 Performance Working Group PerformanceWG encompassing PID, Calo Objects, Tracking and Alignment (and Trigger) for LHCb Run 1 and 2 Mailing list of the...

LHCbUpgradeCooling
r120 - 2020-09-09 - 08:44  HeinrichSchindler

Cooling Common primary chiller requirements (April 2016) (28 June 2016) of refrigeration options (M. Doubek) cooling meeting (13 October...

RichRun2Performance
r5 - 2020-09-08 - 12:39  MichaelMcCann

RICH Run 2 performance paper Here we will list the progress towards a RICH performance paper for Run 2 General structure We need to talk about the things that go...

ProductionOperationsWLCGdailyReports
r1941 - 2020-09-07 - 14:30  MarkWSlater

Daily WLCG Operations calls :: collection of LHCb reports Starting from April 2009, this twiki collects all the LHCb reports given to the weekly WLCG calls at 3pm...

SimRecEcalU2
r4 - 2020-09-02 - 13:14  PhilippRoloff

Simulation and reconstruction studies for ECAL Upgrade Ib and II Proposed geometry for simulation studies Configurations for LS3 These configurations are suggested...

Sim09Differences
r7 - 2020-09-02 - 12:58  AdamDavis

Differences between Sim09 versions Below is a list of all Sim09 versions, quickly describing new features and known issues. Fixes to problems of previous versions...

LHCbSimulation
r109 - 2020-08-31 - 17:28  AdamDavis

Simulation in LHCb This page is intended to hold fast evolving information on the simulation and to allow contributions by all. More information is available from...

SciFiDAQFE
r7 - 2020-08-31 - 11:12  LukasWitola

FE Machines, login WinCC projects: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/SciFiOnline#CurrentWinCCprojects under dev Problems, errors Update Default Config...

LHCbDetectorPerformancePaper
LHCb detector performance paper Status of LHCb sub system detector performance paper Sub System
Contact Person Number Link Reviewer Reviewer...

TrackCalib

TrackCalib Package TrackCalib was created as tool for creating tracking efficiency correction tables allowing
for user defined track quality cuts, binning and variable...

PrepareProjectReleaseGit

Preparing a software project for release This wiki explains the procedure to be used by software release
managers to prepare a project for release. It assumes the...

SoftwareReleaseSchedules

Physics Software Release Schedules This page documents release schedules agreed at the Applications
Coordination meetings. Details of the contents of future releases...

ProductionProcedures

LHCb Production Operations Procedures This is the LHCb Production Operations Procedures page which
contains procedures for Grid Experts and Grid Shifters to follow...

ProductionProceduresSamFailures

What is SAM for? SAM jobs perform the following actions: Check that job submission to the site batch
system is working (i.e., if the SAM job runs, it’s working...

TWeederTopics

TWeeder info for LHCb Total Number of topics: 3061 12 Topics updated during the last 7 days Days Web
Topic Date S7 LHCb RealTimeAnalysisShifterChecklist...

SciFiFibreModulesQA

SciFi Module Assembly and Quality Assurance tests Access and Contacts Grey Room in LHCB Hall (ask for
key` LHCB secretariat) It has airconditioning/heating and...

LHCbNationalComputingBoard

LHCb National Computing Board This page is devoted to the activity of the LHCb National Computing
Board mandate Table of Contents NCB Composition The NCB membership...

ParametrizedKalman

Authors: Pierre Billoir, M. De Cian. S. Stemmle Abstract: We present an alternative implementation of the
Kalman filter employed for track fitting within the LHCb...

RichComLab

This page contains information on how to configure the system and to take data in the ComLab. Columns
commissioning The full test protocol is available at https:...
LHCbOperations
r50 - 2020-07-29 - 10:25  SilviaBorghi

LHCb Operations This page is essentially a set of links. Operations Planning Group The OPG meets on
Thursdays at 9h30. See here for agendas and minutes. The archives...

DCacheNamespaceMigration
r3 - 2020-07-28 - 12:13  SamuelAmbrojPerezExternal

ChristopheHaen 2020 07 28 LHCb wants to reorder its namespace. The desired transformation is as follows
(example at GridKa): /pnfs/gridka.de/lhcb/dirA/dirB/file...

LHCbComputing
r331 - 2020-07-28 - 10:20  ChristopheHaen

Welcome to the LHCb Computing page Do you have a question and are looking for an answer? Try the Q A
website Project Management Computing Project Management...

PreviousTalks
r54 - 2020-07-24 - 13:14  MichaelAlexander

A list of talks at Tracking, Alignment and Vertexing conferences can be found in this table Year Conference
Speaker Title Talk/Poster...

MakeNTupleFromTurbo
r26 - 2020-07-24 - 11:01  AlexPearce

Making ntuples from Turbo data This page shows you how to configure DaVinci to process Turbo data. Due
to the historical development cycle of the Turbo processing...

SciFiHV
r7 - 2020-07-15 - 16:33  TaraNanut

HV Machines, login WinCC projects: Project SFHV on machine scifi03 Problems, errors OPC problems
Check whether the crate is online: $WCCOAui...

CodeAnalysisTools
r135 - 2020-07-15 - 15:57  AdamDavis

Code Analysis Tools This page contain a guide to using various code profiling and analysis tools on the
LHCb software. Please feel free to add any information to this...

LHCbOutreach
r12 - 2020-07-14 - 13:14  HarryCliff

Welcome to the LHCb Outreach Web Page Mailing list Mailing list: lhcb outreach
#64;cernNOSPAMPLEASE.ch Conveners Harry Cliff Harry.Victor.Cliff #64;cernNOSPAMPLEASE...

Git4LHCb
r77 - 2020-07-13 - 10:57  AlexPearce

OBsolete This page has been superseded by: http://lhcb core doc.web.cern.ch/lhcb core
doc/GitForLHCbUsers.html Introduction The rationale and the basics of the...

LHCbNightlies
r36 - 2020-07-10 - 15:13  ChristopherRJones

LHCb Nightly Build System The System The LHCb Nightly Build System is a collection of tools and scripts
that allow automation of build and test tasks for LHCb software...

LHCbUpgradeII
r8 - 2020-07-08 - 15:33  ChrisParkes

The LHCb Upgrade II LHCb Upgrade II Organisation Upgrade Ib (LS2) and Upgrade II (LS3) matters are
overseen by the U2PG: Membership: Spokesperson Parkes...

SciFiConference
r120 - 2020-07-02 - 17:51 XiaoxueHan

Conferences Upcoming Conferences Name Where Date url Topic Abstract deadline Conferences with SciFi participation Conference...

Run3WinCCProjects
r3 - 2020-07-02 - 17:07 GiovanniCavallero

Mailing list lhcb rich upgrade ecs RICH ECS requirements https://www.overleaf.com/read/ghtjzsfrshrz
Naming conventions, port numbers and git repositories System...

HybridSeeding
r4 - 2020-07-02 - 14:55 YasmineAmhis

Documentation for Hybrid Seeding paper Authors: S. Aiola, Y. Amhis, P. Billoir, B. Kishor Jashal, L. Henry, A. Oyanguren Campos, C. Marin Benito, F. Polei, R. Quagliani...

SciFiDCSINFSERVICES
r4 - 2020-07-01 - 14:48 JanDeBoer

Services Contact / Responsible : Preema Pais Jan de Boer Machines, login ssh Y username@scifi01 WinCC Project WCCOAui proj SFDCSMON m...

SciFiDCSLV
r5 - 2020-07-01 - 14:42 JanDeBoer

LV Contact / Responsible : Preema Pais Jan de Boer LV general instruction guide See attachment `SciFi DCS userguide LV.pdf` for the complete instruction...

PIDCalibPackage
r225 - 2020-06-30 - 12:43 DonalHill

PIDCalib Packages This page provides information on how to use the package for extracting PID performance results from both collision data and MC. Questions or comments...

SciFiTrackerTestBeam2015

SciFi Tracker Test Beam November 2015 Instructions for shifters! Week1: No shifters. Just PACIFIC experts. Week2: TBD Shift List The shift list can be found here...

LHCbRichMirrorAlignGitInfo
r35 - 2018-07-03 - 19:36 AnatolySolomin

ParasNaik 2016 04 12 git instructions for the RICH mirror alignment Because we are no longer using SVN. Table of Contents Nota Bene NEVER edit the code directly...

ProductionOperationsWLCGJune15Reports
NEW - 2016-01-07 - 10:17 JoelClosier

29th June (Monday) Validating Data Processing workflows. User and MC jobs on the grid. T0 T1 LHCb VO box at GridKa upgrade to sl6 request...

SciFiTrackerTestBeam2014
r13 - 2015-05-25 - 10:35 BlakeLeverington

SciFi Tracker Test Beam 2014 Contact: Mark Tobin (GSM: 161858) ...

ProductionOperationsWLCGOct14Reports
r2 - 2015-01-05 - 14:17 JoelClosier

October 2014 Reports the main 30 Oct 2014 (Thursday) MC and User jobs. Prestaging from tapes for
Stripping21 campaign. T0: NTR T1: Problem with ROOT...

ProductionOperationsWLCGJune14Reports
r2 - 2014-08-18 - 10:33 JoelClosier

June 2014 Reports the main 30 June 2014 (Monday) Main activity: MC and User jobs T0: Brazilian proxy problem on EOS (GGUS:106434) T1:...

LHCbStatusSensorPlanning
r4 - 2012-03-06 - 14:57 ThomasHartmann

Organisation of sensors for LHCb computing sketchbook which sensors are useful, how they can be organized and which external sensors should be included sensors structure...

ProductionOperationsWLCGMay11Reports
r2 - 2011-06-07 - 15:17 UnknownUser

May 2011 Reports the main 31st May 2011 (Tuesday) activities: A lot of data. Processing and reprocessing are running. GGUS (or RT) tickets: T0: 0...
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